Management of Uncomplicated Type B Aortic Dissection
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Abstract: Acute aortic dissection has an incidence of approximately half that of symptomatic abdominal and thoracic aneurysm of the aorta and more than twice the mortality of population-based controls. While urgent undelayed open surgery is the strategy of choice in proximal dissection, medical management has been the mainstay of treatment for uncomplicated distal or type B aortic dissection, but endovascular intervention is now considered a potential treatment option for all type B dissection due to its success in complicated cases. Endovascular repair can be technically demanding in aortic dissection, and timing of the repair can have a significant influence on anatomical and clinical outcome. Observational reports of feasibility and reasonable safety are flanked by only two randomised trials; the Acute Dissection Stent Grafting or Best Medical Treatment (ADSORB) trial demonstrated improved remodelling in acute dissection and the INvestigation of STEnt grafts in patients with type B Aortic Dissections (INSTEAD) trial showed better long-term survival in patients treated endovascularly in the subacute phase. Meta-analyses and other large clinical studies have demonstrated mixed results. Due to some risks associated endovascular repair and the requirement of specialist aortic care (which is not always available), a pragmatic approach for current management could involve high intensity serial imaging in the acute phase of a type B aortic dissection, thereby identifying complicated cases for early intervention and selection of patients at high risk of disease progression for deferred endovascular management in the subacute phase within 90 days.
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1. Introduction

Hospital-based studies suggest an incidence of acute aortic dissection of three or four cases per 100,000 patients per year, which is approximately half the incidence of symptomatic aortic aneurysm [1,2]. A 2018 epidemiological study demonstrated that patients with aortic dissection have more than twice the mortality at five, 10 and 20 years compared with population-based controls [3].

Type B aortic dissection was previously classified into acute and chronic, where acute dissection was up to 14 days since symptom onset, and chronic dissection was more than 14 days. This distinction was made before the advent of modern diagnostic imaging modalities; more recently, the International Registry of Acute Aortic Dissection (IRAD) and VIRTUE study groups have revised this classification. The IRAD group analysed the survival data in its registry and identified four separate time periods:
Complications in acute type B aortic dissection were defined by the expert consensus group as mal-perfusion, resulting in end-organ ischaemia (critically affecting organ or limb perfusion), persistent hypertension despite full medical therapy, periaortic haematoma with blood collection, haemorrhagic pleural effusion and aortic rupture [6]. Approximately 25% of affected patients have complications already at the time of presentation or with the onset of symptoms. For these cases with signs or evidence of early complications, interventional thoracic endovascular repair (TEVAR) has become the standard treatment of choice both in the acute and even in the chronic stage [7–9]. However, in the absence of these features, a type B aortic dissection is termed uncomplicated, and management of this type of acute aortic dissection is challenging and controversial in the medical community and, thus, ideally, requires a multidisciplinary team approach. As a rule, a widely agreed upon initial adjunct medical management approach, regardless of any potential later intervention, is always essential; medical therapy is needed to control both the initial pain syndrome and any documented hypertensive state. The aim of medical therapy in the initial phase is to reduce shear stress on the dissected segment of the aorta by effectively reducing systemic blood pressure and cardiac contractility. Blood pressure control is an essential component for all patients with any acute aortic dissection regardless of location and should be maintained throughout the entire treatment and follow-up surveillance.

Intravenous beta-blocking agents such as metoprolol or labetalol are useful to both reduce heart rate and lower systolic blood pressure to 100–120 mm Hg and should be considered in the acute phase [10] and administered in absence of any contraindication. The initial intravenous phase should swiftly be followed by an oral combination therapy as beta-blocking agents, calcium blockers or vasodilating agents. In addition to medical management, further strategic endovascular interventions are established and optional in the context of aortic dissection. Especially for type B aortic dissection management, even regardless of persisting complications, thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR) has been gaining momentum, as it has been proven to exclude the false lumen from the circulation by use of a stent graft with fabric across the tear. Conceptually, the aim of endovascular repair is to stent-graft the true lumen of the dissection, inducing aortic remodelling and false lumen thrombosis; the latter is obviously a prerequisite to long-term stability of the aorta and has been shown to result in good long-term outcomes. With such observational evidence in the setting of a mal-perfusion and imminent rupture, interventional TEVAR has been accepted as the treatment of choice for such complicated type B aortic dissections (Class I, level of evidence C), even without any randomised trials. In the setting of “uncomplicated type B aortic dissection”, essentially meaning in the absence of mal-perfusion issues and imminent aortic ruptures, the management strategy may be less settled, but recent observations have indicated that, even in the setting of uncomplicated Type B dissection, pre-emptive TEVAR may be considered an endovascular treatment option with improved long-term outcomes (Class IIA, level of evidence B) [10].

The following sections provide information and an evaluation of the current treatment options for so-called uncomplicated type B aortic dissection based on the currently available database. All reported data are exclusively from human studies with a formal ethics committee approval (according to requirements in participating respective countries).

2. Optimal Medical Treatment (OMT)

At least initial medical management is currently the mainstay of treatment for uncomplicated type B aortic dissection and usually consists of a combination of beta-blockers, medications to inhibit the renin-angiotensin system or calcium channel blockers. In IRAD, 89% of patients with type B aortic dissection were treated with beta-blockers, 47% with angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors,
50% with calcium channel blockers, 29% with diuretics and 22% with other vasodilators. In practice, the specific regimen prescribed is usually determined by a combination of personal experience, expert opinion and the results of historic observational studies. Beta-blockers are commonly used to reduce both the aortic pulse pressure and heart rate, as the American College of Cardiology guidelines recommend a target heart rate of 60 beats per minute to achieve the best survival rates [11]. Such recommendations, however, are not necessarily based on strong evidence but, rather, on expert recommendation and previous experience; with the advent of registry data more recently, it became transparent that the in-hospital outcome in the first 30 days after onset of type B aortic dissection under medical management was not that great, with approximately 12% of patients who were receiving the best medical therapy developing significant complications, such as mal-perfusion, aortic rupture and early expansion. The so-called intervention-free survival rate of those patients managed conservatively was just 41% at six years [12]. Survival analyses demonstrate that approximately one-quarter of patients are dead at three years, and by five years, up to 50% of patients are dead in some series [13–15].

The importance of good blood pressure control cannot be overestimated as the major component of conservative management; from trials such as the INvestigation of STEnt grafts in patients with type B Aortic Dissections (INSTEAD) and Acute Dissection Stent Grafting or Best Medical Treatment (ADSORB), we have learned that the majority of patients required at least three different antihypertensive medications to achieve a satisfactory blood pressure control [16]. Moreover, a recent observational study performed outside of a trial setting demonstrated that the majority of patients adhere poorly to a combination antihypertensive therapy [17]. Guidelines from the American College of Cardiology and the European Society of Cardiology suggest further studies should be undertaken to refine the therapeutic approaches required for early medical management in patients with type B aortic dissection [8,11].

3. Thoracic Endovascular Aortic Repair (TEVAR)

   For type B aortic dissection, the endovascular revolution began with the pioneering early work of Nienaber et al. [18] and Dake et al. [10]. Almost two decades later, the expertise of physicians and the evolution of these devices have extended the indications of this interventional strategy in a broader spectrum of patients with aortic dissection. Clearly, today, the use of endovascular treatment to manage the complications of acute aortic dissection, such as rupture and mal-perfusion, is well-established, despite the lack of randomised level 1 data [1–3] The global interest in the endovascular concept to manage aortic dissection has helped to establish the notion that stent grafts, when properly and timely placed, help to induce aortic remodelling by expanding the true lumen, by sealing big entry tears to the false lumen and thereby inducing false lumen thrombosis and remodelling long-term (Figure 1).

   Recent observational studies have concluded that thrombosis of the false lumen and subsequent thrombosis and remodelling of dissected aorta is likely associated with improved survival [17–19]. By all means, endovascular repair of type B aortic dissection can be technically challenging and may require not only suitable anatomic features but also state-of-the-art imaging and safe vascular access; there may also be difficulty navigating and tracking the device through the dissected aorta and finding a good proximal landing zone of 20 mm in a healthy parallel-walled aorta. In the early phase of an institutional learning curve, TEVAR procedures tend to be associated with some risks, such as retrograde type A aortic dissection and distal stent graft-induced new entry tears, problems that will be overcome with better skills and experience and improved devices. Nevertheless, a recent systematic meta-analysis has shown that endovascular repair is associated with substantially lower early mortality, stroke and spinal cord ischaemia rates and lower incidences of respiratory complications compared to open surgical repairs [20].
Endovascular treatment in different phases of the disease (acute, subacute or chronic) has been associated with different patient outcomes, as demonstrated in the VIRTUE study. In all three groups compared in VIRTUE, the true lumen of the dissection significantly expanded after interventional endovascular repair and continued to expand over time, with the majority of remodelling complete by three months. Patients treated in the subacute phase showed aortic remodelling that was analogous to the acute group without any incidence of retrograde type A aortic dissection; this occurred in one patient in the acute group. The amount of false lumen area reduction was significantly greater in the acute and subacute groups compared with the chronic group; this observation forms essentially the basis for the concept of a three-month window of plasticity of the dissected aorta to successfully remodel with TEVAR during this window of opportunity. There was no difference in the amount of false lumen thrombosis between the acute and subacute groups in the thorax, but in the abdomen segment, there was significantly less thrombosis in the chronic group, which also presented with a higher rate of reinterventions. This temporal variation in outcomes was also found in a 2018 analysis of the Japan Adult Cardiovascular Surgery database. Operative mortality and severe complications were significantly more common in patients treated within 24 h of dissection compared with those treated in the acute (1–14 days) and subacute (2–6 weeks) phases [21].

Due to the survival advantages seen with thoracic endovascular repair in complicated cases, attention within the vascular community has turned to the use of this technology in uncomplicated cases as a pre-emptive measure to avoid later problems, such as aneurysmal degeneration, which is a difficult long-term scenario to treat. Notably optimal medical treatment alone has been shown to be associated with a considerable risk of disease progression to complicated dissection later on during follow-up or aneurysmal degeneration of the affected aortic segment, which is the most feared long-term complication, with an unknown rupture risk affecting about 30%–40% of patients [22,23].

Two randomised controlled trials have been conducted to determine whether endovascular repair combined with optimal medical treatment for uncomplicated type B aortic dissection would give benefit over optimal medical treatment alone. In the INSTEAD trial, the majority of patients were treated in the subacute phase (which means within 90 days of onset); while the two-year follow-up data failed to show a significant advantage in outcomes compared to medical management only, the longer-term outcomes after five years demonstrated both better aortic remodelling and late survival in patients receiving endovascular repair in the initial setting of uncomplicated type B aortic dissection.
However, there were eight deaths in the endovascular repair group, four of which were aortic-related, but none beyond two years of follow-up.

In the randomised ADSORB trial, patients were treated within 14 days of dissection onset, and the data showed a benefit of endovascular repair in terms of aortic remodelling at one year, as derived from CT imaging. There were no deaths within 30 days, and one death in the endovascular repair group during follow-up from cardiac arrest; no autopsy was performed, but the death was not reported as dissection-related. The primary endpoints in ADSORB were incomplete false lumen thrombosis, aortic dilatation and aortic rupture. Analysis of this composite endpoint revealed that incomplete thrombosis, aortic dilatation or rupture occurred significantly more frequently in the group receiving medical treatment only (100% vs. 50%; \( p < 0.001 \)) [16]. However, both the INSTEAD and ADSORB trials failed to generate enough statistical power required for a true outcome analysis.

A meta-analysis of studies evaluating endovascular treatment with adjunct optimal medical treatment vs. optimal medical treatment alone demonstrated no difference in short, intermediate and mid-term mortality but showed that TEVAR was associated with a lower likelihood of aortic rupture at one year [24]. A multi-institutional retrospective study with a cohort of more than 300 patients showed that optimal medical treatment with endovascular repair results in significantly fewer all-cause and aortic-related deaths compared to optimal medical treatment alone, with higher early mortality in the optimal medical treatment group compared with the optimal medical treatment plus TEVAR group [25]. On aggregate, lower morbidity and mortality rates long-term after endovascular procedures have finally generated scientific evidence in favour of TEVAR in uncomplicated type B aortic dissection as a pre-emptive measure in suitable patients.

This recognition was recently shared by another meta-analysis supporting the notion of a risk reduction of both late all-cause and aortic-related mortality and late aortic-related adverse events with TEVAR compared with optimal medical treatment alone but, on the downside, an increased early risk of stroke [26]. Thus, as not all patients with uncomplicated type B aortic dissection treated medically will die of aortic-related causes, we need a better strategy to offer customised endovascular management for those that eventually benefit from it and avoid exposure to the risks associated with TEVAR for those candidates who will not benefit. Such a selection algorithm will probably incur variables ranging from anatomic features, over age and comorbidities, to features closely related to experience and volume of a given aortic centre.
4. Selection of Patients for Endovascular Intervention

Uncomplicated type B aortic dissections are traditionally treated with medical management alone, at least in the initial phase, with a focus on strict blood pressure control. However, with medical treatment alone, the morbidity, including aneurysm degeneration of the affected segment, is 30%, and mortality is 10% over five years [27–29]. Recent studies suggest that a subset of patients with uncomplicated type B aortic dissection but features of high risk may benefit from thoracic endovascular aortic repair.

The first randomised trial of elective TEVAR in patients with chronic uncomplicated TBAD, the INvestigation of STEnt grafts in patients with type B Aortic Dissections (INSTEAD) trial, did not demonstrate a significant difference in the two-year survival between optimal medical treatment and endovascular repair [30,31]. However, the INSTEAD–XL trial, which is essentially a five-year follow-up study of surviving patients in INSTEAD, showed that stent-graft treatment can improve aortic-specific survival at five years; thus, pre-emptive TEVAR should be considered in these patients to improve late outcomes. This trial also showed that endovascular repair is still associated with complications, such as stroke and paraplegia, and that aortic events continue to occur even after endovascular treatment [32]. The ADSORB trial was the first randomised trial on acute dissection and compares optimal medical treatment with OMT plus thoracic stent grafting of the primary entry tear in patients with acute uncomplicated type B aortic dissection. The study showed that uncomplicated aortic dissection can be safely treated with the stent grafts. Remodelling with thrombosis of the false lumen and reduction of its diameter is induced by the stent graft, but long-term results are still needed [16]. A recent imaging focused analysis of the ADSORB trial patients helped to identify which patients with uncomplicated type B aortic dissection are likely at higher risk for aortic events and should therefore receive TEVAR or be monitored closely during follow-up. The analysis identified the number of vessels originating from the false lumen as an independent predictor of false lumen growth in initially uncomplicated type B aortic dissection patients. Finally, increasing age was a negative predictor of aortic growth [33].

Besides some guidance from those two randomised trials, the vascular community has tried to identify additional features that may identify patients with acute so-called uncomplicated type B aortic dissection that are at high risk of aneurysm formation, extension of the dissection and subsequent rupture; if the risk of disease progression was known, then this could be balanced against the relatively small risks of TEVAR.

Recently, the UTHealth team from Houston, Texas studied the predictors of intervention and mortality in patients with uncomplicated type B aortic dissection. According to their findings, a total aortic diameter > 44 mm is considered a predictor of mortality after adjustment for other significant risk factors. Age > 60 years on admission is also a predictor of mortality. A false lumen diameter > 22 mm, as well as those with maximum aortic diameter > 44 mm on admission, were associated with decreased intervention-free survival, as an increased diameter of the patent false lumen has been demonstrated to be a significant, independent predictor of false lumen growth. It is highly likely that patients with these high-risk criteria may benefit from thoracic endovascular aortic repair, as long as the procedure itself is performed at low risk [34]. Another high-risk characteristic that has been reported as an independent predictor of mortality in uncomplicated type B aortic dissection is the partial thrombosis of the false lumen; patients with incomplete false lumen thrombosis or with patent false lumen have worse outcomes (compared to patients with complete false lumen thrombosis of their dissection), because they are threatened by the further expansion of total aortic dimension and possible rupture; in a recent analysis from IRAD, the risk of death in the patients with partial thrombosis was almost three times higher in comparison with the patients with a thrombosed false lumen [35]. A recent large meta-analysis has shown that aortic growth rate among patients with uncomplicated type B aortic dissection with a partially thrombosed false lumen appears to be higher during follow-up compared to patients with complete thrombosis or a patent false lumen. These patients may require more intensive follow-up imaging and timely prophylactic aortic interventions [12].
Increasing aortic diameter and a large single-entry tear are considered important risk factors for dissection and rupture. Prophylactic descending thoracic aortic repair is generally recommended for a descending thoracic aortic diameter of 5.5 cm or 6 cm [36]. However, recently, a total aortic diameter greater than 44 mm and a false lumen diameter of greater than 22 mm have been used to identify patients at risk of low intervention-free survival [37]; thus, repair should be considered at an earlier stage in these patients.

Connective tissue disorders such as the Marfan syndrome and other genetic aortopathies are considered to constitute important risk features for aortic dissection, especially in young patients, and thresholds for prophylactic aortic replacement are typically lower for these specific patient groups [14]. Due to the nature of the tissue disorder, interventional endovascular strategies are usually not considered a first-line therapy but may be necessary in an emergency setting. With growing experience and skills, endovascular interventions are likely to be used in the setting of type B dissection in the context of genetic aortopathies but probably preferentially in emergency settings rather than in uncomplicated type B dissection.

Evaluation of the data collected during the ADSORB study demonstrated using multivariate regression modelling, where the number of vessels originating from the false lumen is an independent predictor of false lumen growth (odds ratio: 22.1) [33]. Other studies have shown that partial false lumen thrombosis, a total aortic diameter greater than 4 cm, a large proximal entry tear and presence of the entry tear on the aortic concavity are associated with worse outcomes [38]. IRAD demonstrated that lower rates of aortic expansion are related to Caucasian race, an initial aortic diameter less than 4 cm, female sex, the presence of intramural haematoma and the use of calcium channel blockers [39]. Other studies from the same group identified age ≥70 years, a prior history of aortic aneurysm, atherosclerosis, renal failure, pleural effusion and in-hospital hypotension as independent predictors of mortality during follow-up [22].

In order to detect complications early in patients who present with initially uncomplicated acute type B aortic dissection, some experts now advocate high-intensity serial CT imaging in the first 14 days and, then, after three months, with as many as four CT angiograms during this time. If evidence of the development of complications is seen, such as rapid expansion of the aorta, extension of the dissection or end-organ ischaemia, then patients are put forward for endovascular repair, which is performed electively between two and 12 weeks after symptom onset in the optimal window of plasticity.

In a 2016 survey, 37% of respondents have performed TEVAR in uncomplicated type B aortic dissection based on certain morphological criteria, while 8% performed the procedure routinely for uncomplicated cases based on the expected progressive nature of type B aortic dissection [40]. The current European guidelines recommend TEVAR as the treatment of choice for complicated type B aortic dissection (class I, level of evidence C) and as a treatment that can be considered to prevent future aortic complications in uncomplicated acute type B aortic dissection (class IIA, level of evidence B) [9]. A multidisciplinary discussion would be recommended before proceeding with any invasive surgery or intervention.

5. Conclusions

Patients with aortic dissection have more than twice the mortality of population-based matched controls. Management of the condition is challenging and requires a multidisciplinary team approach. Optimal medical treatment is the mainstay of initial treatment for uncomplicated cases, but improvements in survival seen with endovascular management of complicated cases have driven interest in this treatment for uncomplicated cases in addition to medical management. Contemporary data on this approach are heterogenous but suggest there may be improved late all-cause and aortic-related mortality with TEVAR, in addition to optimal medical treatment. Close follow-up is sensible to identify those patients prone for developing complications. Again, early intervention may improve the overall long-term outcome for these patients [39]. Therefore, early detectable high-risk
features for adverse events are essential to stratify patients who can be treated medically and those who will benefit from rigorous follow-up and, in the long-term, from timely prophylactic TEVAR.

Thus, a pragmatic approach is the use of high-intensity serial imaging in the acute phase with a selection of uncomplicated patients for endovascular treatment in the subacute phase based on the presence of high-risk features (Figure 3). On aggregate, TEVAR has enriched the armamentarium to treat acute and subacute thoracic aortic dissection and has matured to a baseline strategy for many patients.

![Figure 3. Treatment algorithm for patients with acute type B aortic dissection.](image)

6. Outlook

The optimal treatment of patients with type B aortic dissection is challenging and requires a multidisciplinary team approach. The separation of the uncomplicated patients with type B aortic dissection to those with high-risk profiles seems reasonable. Prevention of chronic type B aortic dissection with aneurysmal degeneration and attainment of aortic remodelling with pre-emptive TEVAR are needed to free patients from the need for long-term strict control of blood pressure and periodic follow-ups involving radiological exposure and to avoid the eventual need for extensive open surgery. The results of studies like the INSTEAD-XL trial and the ADSORB trial have verified that pre-emptive TEVAR for uncomplicated type B aortic dissection improves prognosis. This is why many experts now advocate high-intensity imaging in the first 14 days to detect the development of complications early in the disease with planned elective treatment in the subacute phase. The indication for the preventive nature of the procedure is reportedly a maximum aortic diameter > 44 mm during the acute phase and a patent primary entry site in the thoracic aorta, while the optimal timing for TEVAR would be the subacute phase, from two weeks to three to six months after onset.

Furthermore, partial thrombosis of the false lumen, as compared with complete patency, is a significant independent predictor of post-discharge mortality in patients with acute type B aortic
dissection, as continued patency, rather than complete thrombosis of the false lumen, is associated with aortic dilatation during follow-up and poorer outcomes. Other high-risk characteristics are currently under study, like vessel wall inflammation or flow pattern in the false lumen, both potentially useful harbingers or high-risk features. Vessel wall inflammation on a PET-scan may identify patients with uncomplicated aortic dissection at a higher risk for disease progression. Four-dimensional PC-MRI can be accurately applied to visualise and quantify flow characteristics in patients with aortic dissection. Stroke volume, velocity, distal dominant entry tears and helical flow are related to the rate of aortic expansion. Further studies are needed to further define those patients at the highest risk and, thus, most likely to benefit from early intervention and to design individualised, patient-centred treatment plans.
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